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Q.1 Answer in four to five lines (Any Five )       [ 5 x 3 marks = 15 ] 
 
1.write down “vishaguna”. 

2.write difference between kuchalavishabadha and Dhanurvata symptoms. 

3.coroner 

4.gunja vishaktatachikitsa. 

5.sthavar vishaadhishtan 

6.inquiry 

7.”parad” vishaktata symptoms 

8.”visha” explain its guna and karya 

9.”vatsanabha” vishaktata treatment 

10.summons. 

11.write down the names of “jangamvisha”Adhishthana. 

12.what is the treatment for arsenic poisoning. 

13.write down treatment for “kanher poisoning”. 

14.what are the symptoms of arsenic poisoning. 

15.write names of visha and upavisha. 

16.write down symptoms of poisoning in dead animals. 

17.what is difference between visha gun and oja gun. 

18.what is vishakanya. 

19.classification of “dagdhavrana”. 

20.types of scorpion. 

21.write down definition of visha and its types. 

22.write down 10 gunas of visha. 

23.what is dushivisha. 

24.examination of poisonous food. 
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25.symptoms of consumption of bhallataka. 

26.what is an inquest. 

27.what is rigor mortis. 

28.medicolegal reports. 

29.what is dying declaration. 

30.what is death certificate. 

31.write down difference between hindu and muslim Male. 

32.criteria for determination of sex. 

33.”arka”—active principle and symptoms. 

34.different sentence (punishment) given by court. 

35.route of poison. 

36.process of gastric lavage. 

37.what is an antidode. 

38.universal antidode. 

39.P.M. lividity. 

40.differentiate between male and female pelvis. 

41.importance of gastric lavage. 

42.severe wound (Gambhir vrana). 

43.types of death. 

44.difference between injuries before death and after Death. 

45.sypmtoms of pranavarodha. 

46.what are the changes in skin and eyes after death. 

47.what is vitriolage. 

48.types of snake poisoning. 

49.explain strangulation. 

50.honey bee poisoning. 

51.symtoms and treatment of scorpion poisoning. 

52.anti snake venom. 

53.definition and types of evidence. 
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54.definition of toxicology. 

55.duties of medical practitioner in case of suspected  Poisoning. 

56.scope of agadtantra. 

57.visha vega and vishasankata. 

58.classify food poisoning. 

59.visha upadrava. 

60.visha muktalakshana. 

61.what is madya and madatyaya. 

62.visha utpatti. 

63.suicidal poisons. 

64.homicidal poisons. 
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Q.2 Answer the following in Brief (Any Six)[ 6 x 5 marks = 30 ] 

 

1.karaveera—fatal dose and symptoms 

2.gunja—active principal 

3.snuhi—vishalakshana and medicolegal aspects. 

4.rule of nine 

5.defination of agadtantra and its details. 

6.ten guna of visha. 

7.examination of food poisoning. 

8.signs and symptoms of bhallataka and medicolegal Aspects. 

9.dooshivisha. 

10.poisoning symptoms of kuchala. 

11.types of snake poisoning. 

12.write main signs and symptoms of “jaipal” Poisoning. 

13.signs and symptoms of arka and its medicolegal Aspects. 

14.snuhi—latinname,family and MLA 

15.langali—signs and symptoms and its MLA 

16.tobacco—chronic poisoning symptoms and Treatment. 

17.short notes on H2SO4. 

18.bhang—latin name and synonymes. 

19.according to Ayurveda composition of visha. 

20.signs and symptoms of ahiphen. 

21.vishopakarma described by charak. 

22.sources of jangamvisha. 

23.introduction of arsenic and MLA. 

24.any 4 poisons cause predominantly “frequency of  Stools”. 

25.medicolegal importance of barbiturates. 

26.types of poison (both ayurvedic and modern). 

27.acute mercury poisoning. 
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28.treatment of scorpion poisoning. 

29.types of barbiturates with examples. 

30.symptoms by bite of haemotoxic snake. 

31.anti snake venom. 

32.signs and symptoms of vatsanabha and its Treatment. 

33.arka—active principal and symptoms. 

34.seven upavisha according to Bhavprakash. 

35.route of administration of poisoning. 

36.write poisonous symptoms of carbolic acid. 

37.write the treatment of poisonous snake bite According to modern science. 

38.write down the poisonous symptoms and treatment  of hydrogen sulphide. 

39.differentiate between -arsenic poisoning and Cholera. 

40.differentiate between -kuchala and tetanus. 

41.treatment of acid poisoning. 

42.universal antidode and its definition. 

43.definintion of antidode and its classification According to modern. 

44.poisoning symptoms of OPP. 

45.classification of Loota and treatment. 

46.write the treatment of sulphuric acid poisoning. 

47.write synonyms and poisonous symptoms of Dhatura. 

48.write in short-types of poisonous snakes According to Ayurveda. 

49.write manifestations of chronic arsenic poisoning. 

50.write treatment of nitric acid. 
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Q.3  Answer Any 3 Questions.                     [ 15 x 3 marks = 45 ] 
1.explain 24 vishachikitsasamanyaupakrama in detail. 

2.explain—Dhaturapoisoining in detail. 

3.Define Agadtantra –nirukti ,paribhasha and how Visha works as pranahar 

explain in detail. 

4.Write down P.M examination in detail. 

5.Describe strangulation in detail. 

6.Explain “hydrophobia”…. write prevention and Treatment of rabies. 

7.Write in detail—H2SO4 poisoning. 

8.Explain food adulteration and poisoning classification, Diagnosis , 

management and contemporary Significance. 

9.Describe general introduction,fataldose,fatal period, Symptoms,treatment,post 

mortem features,differential diagnosis & medicolegal importance of ARSENIC. 

10.Explain hanging in detail. 

11.Write the types of snakes,their appearance, Signs and symptoms & 

treatments of snake bite. 

12.Write definition and classification of poison  According to modern science 

and explain action of  Poison. 

13.Acute and chronic ethyl alcohol intoxication &  Its treatment in detail. 

14.Descibe signs,symptoms,treatments,medicolegal aspect of oragno 

phosphorous compounds. 

15.Classification of poison according to modern and  Ayurveda. 

16.Gunja—latinname,activeprincipal,paryay,signs &Symptoms,treatments,fatal 

dose & medicolegal importance in detail. 

17.Explain in detail food poisoning,types,signs& Symptoms,treatment& 

medicolegal importance. 

18.Write types of poison,chemical derivaties, their Fatal dose & period, 

symptoms, treatment, PM Appearance & medicolegal aspect of MERCURY. 
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